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I. MROIUCTION 

The present work is confined principally to a study of the 

motor nuclei of the brain stem of the new-born rat. It deals with (1) 

the position of the na.cle1 of origin or the motor components of the 

cranial nerves, (2) the state of development of the cells of the mclei 

at the time of birth. compared with those of ·the adult, and (3) the tre.ots 

with which connections have been established at the time of birth. In 

stuccying the development or the motor nuclei, the primary function ot the 

mole1 he.s been born in mind. 

The development of fanotion will be correlated, as far as pos-

sible with the growth and differentiation of the cells of the nuclei. 

The present papor places special emphasis on the growth processes. These 

processes will be described as accurately as the methods employed will 

permit. The methods used will be described under a separate section. 

The present work is preliminary to e. systematic study of the 

embryonic and foetal development of the motor oomponents ·ot the cranial 

nerves. It is intended to correlate the development of' the foetal 

nervous system with the appearance ot foetal movements. 

The present problem was suggested by Dr. G. E. Coghill and I 

am indebted to him for many sUgc-gestions concerning the work. 



II. ~HODS 

1. General Neurological Methods 

In order to study the central nervous system mioroscopioe.lly, 

several msthods of technique have been employed. The silver impregnation 

methods of Golgi, CaJal, and Ranson make it possible to study neurons in 

their relation one to another. The method of Weigert and Pal provides a. 

means of following nerve traots for long distances. A method perfected 

by Nissl enables one to study the intra cellular structure of a neuron; 

by taking advantage of ohroma.tolysis, a phenomenon which this method 

discloses as oconring in the perika.ryon of a. neuron after its, axon has 

been cut, the neurons sending axons into the peripheral nerves and cer-

tain nerve tracts have been identl:tied within the central nervous system. 

Other methods have been devised which depend on 1ntra-vitam staining. 

The axons of a great~-o:t the neurons of the nervous system 

are partially i'o:nood by a sheath of a lipoid substance called n:wel1n 

(Plant '19). This sheath can be stained with haema.toxylin by_ a process 

developed by Weigert and Pal, mentioned above. It does not develop 

embryologically upon all of the fibers at the same time, btlt appears in 

the more fundamental tracts first. Fleob.sig ( '20) b.es made an extensive 

use of the Pal-Weigert mothod on tb.e central nerv011s systems of bl1man 

embryos, foetuses, and children to d_.etermine the order in which tracts 

appear in development. In the smaller animals, which ha-ve a abort 

period of gestation, and in whiob.., the yomig are born prema.turel~, no 

JJ\Y8lina.tion may have oocmrred at the time of birth. SUoh is the oon-

dition in the albino rat. (Lane • 17, Watson '03) 



2. :r.tethods Emplo:iz:ed 

ln undertaking a. study of the central_ nervoa.s system, several' 

needs are apparent. Among these are ( 1) a staining method wb.iob. al.lows 

rather tb.iok sections to be made so that groups of cells will stand out 

sbarply; ( 2) mthods for studying the '1nternal stru.oture of the cells; 

( 3) methods for studying tile :processes of the cells and the relations 

of the prooosses to tile processes of other cells. · 

The first requirement is admirably met by a method described 

by King ( 'lOa) as Ohlmacher' s method in which oarbol thionine 1s used 

as the stain. Instead of' tollO\dng the method as she gave it, I modi-

fied it to Stlit my own requirements, at the same time somewhat simpli-

fying the process. The young rats' , heads were clipped o£f in the lower 

cervical . region and fixed in Bouin' s pioric a.aid fixing solution for 

twenty-four hours. These were washed in many ohanges of seventy and 

eighty peroent alcohol, dehydrated with ninety-five percent · and absolute 

alcohol, cleared in oedar-wood oil• transferred to xylol for two -or three 

hours and imbedded in paraffin. 

For an imbedding medium a mixture of paraffin and b~berry wax 

has been used almost exclusively (Pohlman '18} • The best results b.a.ve 

been obtained by using from ten to fifteen percent of bayberry wax with 

paraffin melting at s.bout 56° O. This medium C12ts well in thicknesses 

from three micre. to thirty micra, providing the room is warm. Specimens 

for staining with. oarbol-thionine were cut at a. thickness -ot twenty micra. 

For methods where the fibers were stained, sections ware cut with a thick-

ness of ten miora. or less. sections improgna.ted with silver were out at 

fifteen end ti7enty miora. 
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Many of my sections have been stained with carbol-thionine. 

This is prepared by saturating a one peroent solution of carbolic-acid 

with thionine. This stains nerve cells and the nuclei of neuroglia and 

the endothelial cells of the bl1;>od vessels a bluish purple. The . stain 

washes out of the fibers OOJl'!Pletely so that a very clear field is ob-

tained, ave~ with twenty miora. sections. 

A method that can be used for- . s tu~ng tl'aots ~d pr~oesses of 

cells before neuro£1brillae are pres~nt, was worked out in this laboratory. 

It is the method of staining by . use .or ,neutral red end Janus green as des-

Qribed by Faris ( '23) end X:ordes ( '24) • . A very limited use of this method 

has been made 1n the present work. The great field of use for this method 

promises to be in the early embryonic stages of the central nervous system. 

In order to differentiate fibers. 1 tried the Pal-Weigert method 

(Hnrdesty •02., Sheldon ·114) £or staining the n:w&lin sheaths. l b.ad no 

success when using this method on new-born rat brains. According to Lane 

( t 17) and Watson ( '03), there are no teyelinated nerve fibers in the new-

born rat's nervous system. Therefore, .I wa.s limited 1n. the use that I 

could make of this technique end it wa.s only used on an adult brain for 

the pu.rpose of comparison. 

One of the most serviceable methods that I have employed is the 

Ranson ( 'll) pyridine silver method. This method impregnates the un-

reyelinated nerve fibers ond makes it possible to follow the processes of 

the neurons in young material very well. 

Another very serviceable method is the erythrosin toluidine 

blue method for staining the Rissl .bodies (Hardesty 102). Sections 

stained by this method were used for tho oell measurements (pages 21 to 28). 



The methods used in the cytological study <>f the cells were the 

emhrosin-toluidine blue method for study~ng ~he development of the 

chromophyllic St1bstance• the pyridine silver method £or studying the 

neurofibrillae, and the Pal-Weigert method for studying myelination~ 

The measurements (pages 21 to 28) ,vere made with a Spencer filar 

micrometer eyepiece, some of the measurements were ma.de with a 1,8 mn, 

oil immersion fluorite objective. Some were made with a 4 mm, objective 

and some with a 6 n:m. objective, The lower powers were used with the 

larger cells in order to facilitate the 1ll8asurements. The degree of 

a.oouracy obtainable, even with a 6 mm. objective is well below one micron, 

In recording the fig11res, fractions of a micron wero discarded; readings 

a.re given in tho nearest micron, 

It was thought that the diameter of a piece of a cell contain: 

ing the nucleolus would be as representative of the trt1e diameter of the 

cell as could be obtained. Therefore, only those cells of a motor nucleus 

which showed a nucleolus were measured" In serial sebticm.s ont five miora 

thick, alternate sections were used for the measurements. By this means, 

the chance of measuring the same cell twice is negligible. 

Cell counts were made with a six mm. objective as it made pos-

sible the examination of nearly the whole of a given motor moleus in one 

field of vision. By ruling a coverglass and placing it on tho sh.elf of 

one eyepiece of tho microscope, the field was out up into areas small 

enough to avoid confusion wb.ile counting. Only cells showing a nucleolus 

ware OOllnted. 
The tracts ,vere studied from brains prepared by the silver pyridine 

method. Somo were sectioned transversely, some sagittally and soma horizon-

telly. :Most of the aoconq>snying illustrations have been prepared from such 

material. 



III. DESCRIPTION OF THE JJOTOR NUCLEI OF THE 

CRANIAL ·HERVES OF THE NE\V-130:RN RAT 

In this description of the motor nuolei of the cranial nerves, :::I 

have treated them in order f'rom the more rostral nerves to the more caudal. 

I have also grouped them according to functional nerve COII!Ponents or em-

bryological derivation. They are, therefore, olassed as special somatic 

motor, which includes the nuclei of the third, fourth, sixth, and twelfth 

nerves; the special visceral motor miclei. whiob. includes the fifth, 

seventh, ninth, tenth, and eleventh nerves; and the general visceral motor 

miclei, which make up tho paras~athetio components of the third, seventh, 

ninth, tenth, and eleventh cranial nerves. 

1. Spacial Somatic Motor Column. 

In mammals generally the special somatio motor column of the 

cranial nerve nuclei lies next to the ra.phe, below the floor of the fourth 

ventricle a.nd the Sylvian aqueduct. The most rostral group is the nucleus 

or the third cranial nerve. Olosel~ caudal of the nucleus of' the third 

nerve is the nucleus of the fourth cranial nerve (Trooblear or Pathetic). 

The next special soma.tic motor nucleus is the nucleus of the sixth cranial 

nerve. It lies belaa the floor ot the £ourth ventricle at about the level 

of the brachium pont1s. It 1s separated from the floor of the ventricle 

by the fibers of the seventh .cranial nerve, as t~ey bend aronnd .to form 

the inte1-nal genu, and the cells of the vestibular nuclei of the eighth 

nerve. These three nerves supply the innervation tor the extrinsic 

msoles of the eye. Tb.e fourth nucleus in the column, wnioh is the 

nucleus of the twelfth cranial nerve, supplies the tongue. 
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Tb.e twelfth motor nucleus is a very long nucleus, which. extends 

:from a point a.bout one half of tb.e distance between tb.e caudal · border of 

the braohi'Ulll pointis and the caudal end of 'the fourth ventricle, to the 

oauda.l end of' the med:alla oblongata. At first it lies next to the rapbe, 

just below the floor of the fourth ventricle. Farther baok it lies next 

to the raphe, just below the central canal. It maintains this position 

until it reach.es the oaudal end of the mednlla oblongs.ta where the de-

cussation of the pyramids oocurs. There the groups of cells are seen to 

be passing ventrally to become oontinuous with the motor cells of the 

ventral horn of the spinal cord. 

•A• Nucleus of th.a Third or Ooulomotor Nerve. Figs. l, 2, 34. 

This nucleus lies well forward in the mesencephalon. It is Just 

ventral to tho region of the superior colliculus. It has a vory oo:mpli-

cated structure as has been described by Barker (1892), Cajal ( '09), Van 

Ge'lmob.ten ('06}, Qtlain ('15), and some other neurologists. In the albino 

rat, at the time of birth, the somatic motor components of tb.e mioleus are 

plainly visible when the cells are impregnated with. silver by the pyridine 

silver technique. 

In Fig. 1, the third nuoleus 1s seen to · 11e near the raph.e, ven-

tral of the substantia grisea, which Sllrrounds the central canal. Ventro-

lateral of it are the cells of the nucleus ruber, a. nucleus of the second 

order which sends its axons into the spinal cord. The above illustration 

1s taken from near the caudal end of the micleus. 

The th.ird nuclws in man end the apes has been described a.s being 

0011posed or fonr groups of cells on each side of th.a raphe, and a central 

common group, all of whiob. are supposedly somatic mot~r 1n function, and a 
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group of small .cells which belong to . the paras~athetic system end are 

considered to be v1soeral in function. The latter group is designated as . . ' . ( . ' 

the nucleus of' Edinger and Westphal. lt is fllnotionslly antagonistic to 

the oerviosl sympathetic fibers and with tb.em controls the intrinsic 

msoles of the eye. (Starling) 

In, the new-born rat grouping of ~ells in this nucleus ls var:, 

ha.rd to distingUish. By measuring the distance of the cells from the 

raphe and plotting the nuoleas according to the measurements a very char-
, ' 

acteristic shape is seen from the dorsal side (Fig,. 34). This ~ests 

the possibility .that the cells are really arranged in groups ss has been 

described by OaJal ( '09). However, there is no central group 1n connection 

with the soma.tic portion of the nucleus as occurs in the oa.rnivora and 

primates (Xappers, '20. t. 2', PP• 650-551). 

Many cells of . the somatic motor groups· send their axons across 

the raphe to enter tho nerve of the opposite side. Most 0£ the·se crossed 

fibers come from a group of ·cells 1n' the caudal part of the :rmcleus. In a. 

sagittal seotion of the brain prepared by the silver method and passing 

through. the medial part of one 0£' the nuclei, tho crossed fibers are seen 

to fonn a. loose bu.ndle dorsal of the caudal half of the nu.aleus (Fig. 1). 

Most of the cells from which the decussating axons arise lie in the ventro-

medial part of the :rmoleus, which agrees partially with a statement of 

Oajal ( CaJal, '09, PP• 243-244) • In the rat the decussating fibers tdce 

a somewhat dii't'erent c011rsa than Oajal figures for the kite. Instead of 

crossint? dit·eotlf through the radices from the superior cells, the fibers 

cross the raphe medially and dorsally, pass above the medial part 0£ the 

superior group end descend through the lateral pa.rt of lt, as Oajal seys, 



to a posit ion in the lateral pa.rt of the radices . of the nucleus of the 

omtlomotor nerve. 

9. 

B. The Nucleus of the Fourth. or Trochlear Nerve. Figs. 2, 5, 34. 

The fourth. nucleus in the new-born rat lies about twenty micra 

caudal of the nucleus of the tbirdnerve. It consists of a small group 

of cells on each side of the raphe. The fibers from the nuclei pass la-

terally, caudally, then dorsally being directed toward the anterior 

medullary velum. Their course thus lies obliquely around tho aqueduct. 

As the fibers or the fourth. nerve approach the anterior medulla.ry velum, 

they cross through the tract of the mesenoephalic root of the trigeminal 

nerve. After the fibers reach the velum they deoussate with those of the 

fourth nerve of the opposite side. Fibers from a small group of cells in 

the interior collioulus seem to pass through. the velum with the fibers of 

t .he fourth. nerve. Their destination is obscure. The diameter of the 

fourth nucleus in the new-born rat is about two tllirds of the diameter of 

this nuoleus in the adult rat. Tile diameter of the cells of the na.cleus 

in the young rat is about .three fourths of the diameter of the cells 1n 

the adult rat. They are about twenty to twenty-four miora in diameter in 

the adult rat. 

c. Tho Nucleus of the Sixth or Abducens nerve. Pigs., 1211 34. 

The sixth nucleus lies in the bend of the internal gemi ot the 

facial nerve. Many fibers ot tho veatiba.lar nuclei pass through the gem1 

of the facial nerve, among the dendrites of the neurons of the sixth 

nucleus. The neurons of the nuolous seem to be somewhat separated into 

groups although. to say that there a.re two definite groaps would, in my 

opinion, be a rather praoarious statement. However, in the middle of the 
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nucleus (cephalo oaude.d) the cells a.re scattered out along the a.rauate 

fibers of the vesti'balar nuclei more th.an are the cells or· the terminal 

regions. while those cells. which lie lateral ot the horizontal part of 

the internal genu, seem to send their dendrites into the formaUo retio-
- . . ' 

ularis more than do the . cells of tb.e medial part of tb.e mioleus. Ca,jal 

(t09} has an illustration made from a Golgi preparation, page 855, Vol. I, 

which. showa the distribution ot the dendrites ot the cells composing the 

sixth nucleus. While it shows .that a.11 ot the cells have several dend-

rites and that tb.ere is no apparent grouping at first sight, yet it also 

shows that not all of the cells send dendrites into the same region. In 

his discussion ot the distribut'ion ·of the dendrites be did not mention 

this last fa.at. In some preparations of the rat I think I can see more of 

a break in the group than the illustration cited shows. 

The group ot cells lying 1n the loop formed by tile fibers of the 

seventh nerve is ,usually considered to be the only nucleus in connect ion 

with the sixth nerve. However, Van Geb.uchten ( '06) and a few other in-

vestigators, who b.a.ve followed his work closely, b.a.ve described another 

group of cells lying ventral of the former group and lateral of the radi-

cular fibers of the sixtll nerve. The nucleus is at the level of the 

superior olive and slightly overlaps the medial side of the rostral end 

of the seventh nucleus and the oBUdal end of the motor nucleus of the 

fifth nerve~ 

In the new-born rat~ both groups of cells are present. · The 

reoognized nucleus 0£ the sixth nerve lies below the internal genu of the 

seventh nerve, (Fig. 12). The dendrites are very long and reach far up 

laterally to reach the descending auditory tract. As stated before, some 
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0£ tb.ese cells have the appearance of being somewhat separated from other 

cells which lie more medially. 

:o. The Nucleus of the Twelfth or Hypoglossol. Nerve. Figs. 19, 

22. 23, 24, .34. 

Tb.a nucleus of th.a twelf'th nerve is the most caudal nu~leus of 

the somatic motor ooltunn.. · It 1s a. very long nucleus. In th~ ne\v-born rat 

it extends from a short distance rostre1 of the inferior olive to the de-, . . ' 

oussation of the pyramidal tract. Its fibers innervate the msoles of the 

tongue. Its cells .are of the nultipolar twe, arranged in groups. or these 

groups there is a dorsal one which 1s the most constant .and whi.cb. extends 

the whole length of the nucleus. Its oells are of the tmltipolar type and 

are rather loosely arranged; its dendrit'3G form e. dense neuropil between 
• • I • 

its dorsal border and the general visceral. motor naolGtls of the va.::,otts 

nerve. The axons of this group pass out ventre1ly with the radices or the 

t,.1elfth nerve. 

A seoond group (B} lies ventral of group (A) and next to the 

rapho. Its rostral end is a short distance caudal of the rostral end of 

group (A). This is the group that Oaje1 ('09), calls the nucleus of the 

re.phe. Many cells or this group have at least three well developed dend-

rites {Fig. 22). One dendrite extends across the rapb.e where it appears 

to enter both the nucleus of the opposite side and the fasoioulus longi-

tudlnalis medial.is, for just as it emerges from the raphe it branches, one 

branoh turning in the direction of the fnsoiculus longitudinalis medialis 

mid the other turning toward the twelfth nucleus of' the oppos1 te side • 

.Another dendrite or some of the cells runs up on the medial side of the 
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twelfth nucleus to the synaptic field mentioned in tb.e preceding paragraph. 

·Most of the cells of this group send a third dendrite laterally to end with-

in the limits of the twelfth nucleus.· The axons of this group pass out 

ventrally with the radices of the twelfth. nerve. The group extends about 

one fourth of the length cf the twelfth nucleus. It is mob. wider at tb.e 

anterior end and tapers rapidly toward its caudal end, being replaood on 
the lateral side by the vent.ral group (D~ 

At about the level of the rostral end of group (B) another group 

of very large cells, Groap ( 0), 1s· seen to lie on the lateral part of the 

nucleus of the twelfth nerve and just ventral of tb.e lateral part of group 

(A). These cells have great branching dendrites which radiate in all 

directions, rut the largest and longest ones are on tb.e lateral side of 

the cells. They extend out into the fo:rma.tio reticularis as far as the 

vestibulo spinal traot. The rest of the dendrites seem to be within the 

limits of the twelfth nucleus. In long! tudinal seotions this group is 

ob.araoterized by long dendrites extending parallel with the axis of the 

bo~. Usually one dendrite extends rostrad ·and one extends oa.udad. The 

oxona o! this group pass out medially snd ventrally to enter the radioes 

of the twelf"th nerve. Tbe group extends a.bout three.:.:rourtns of> the 

length. of the twelfth nucleus. 

A fourth group (D), Fig. 22, appears at about th.a level of tb.e 

central canal. This group is composed of smaller cells wb.loh lie in a 

oompaot mass near the place where the axons of the nucleus form the 
. . 

radices of the twelfth nerve. This group extends to the caudal end of 

the nucleus. It becomes larger in the caudal part of the nucleus. Tb.e 

dendrites of this group are very short and seem to lie wholly within the 
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moleus. 

A fifth group (E), (Fig. 19), is seen in the caudal part or 
. ' 

the nucleus. It begins at a level about four hundred miora. caudal of tb.e 

anterior end of the twelfth nucleus. It lies ventro-lateral of the rest 

of the nucleus, the cells appearing to be some\'rh.at detached from the 

twelfth nucleus although the axons enter the radioes of the twelfth nerve. 

These cells lie among the more medial aroua.te fibers of the medial 

lemnisous. Tb.a group extends to the caudal end of the twelfth na.oleus. 

It appears to be continued into the cervical region as a dorso-medial 

group of oells of the ventral horn of the grey matter of the spinal 

medulla. In this region the axons ot these cells pass laterally to enter 

the root of the eleventh nerve instead of entering the roots of the cer-

vical nerves. I have been unable to determine whether this rO\v of cells 

1s one continuous nttoleus or whether it mey no~. consist of an anterior 

nu.oleus connected with the twelfth nerve and a more caudal nucleus be-

longing to the eleventh nerve. 

The nucleus or Roller (Fig. 22), a small nucleus composed. or 

very sma.11 cells, lies ventral ot the twelfth nucleus. It extends 

throughout the entire lengtb. of the twelfth nucleus. In tbe caudal pa.rt 

of the nucleus it lies lateral of the radices of the twelfth nerve but 

toward the rostral end it passes medially to lie among the axons issuing 

from the twelfth nucleus. At the extreme rostral end it appears to fuse 

with the mcleus lnteroalatus of Standirini and another nucleus of small 

calls which, in the albino rat, lies dorsolateral of the twelfth nucleus 

nnd JuGt ventral of the dorsal motor nucleus of the tenth nerve. 
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The latter group be that formerly described as the ac-

oe ssory nucleus of the hypoglossal nerve (p. 38). It is composed of 

small mltipolar cells some of which. have the ob.araoteristtcs ·or neuro-

blasts. The group 1s present in the adult rat where the cells have tbe 

appearance of neurone. The group extends nearly the whole length ot the 

twelfth nucleus. 

The. nucleus intercala.tus of Standirini has been described as 

lying dorso-medial of the twelfth nucleus in other animals. but I have 

hed difficulty in determining its limits in the rat. It appears plainly 

rostral of the twelfth 1111cleus but I cannot f .ollow it with any degree ot 

certainty very far oaudal of the rostral end of the twelfth nucleus in 

either the new-born or adult. 

2. Special Visceral ltotor Oolumn. 

The special visceral motor column of cranial .nerve nuclei iu 

mammals lies ventral and lateral of the somatic motor column. There are 

tb.ree nuclei in this column. The neurons of these nuclei supply tb.e 

special visceral motor fibers to the fifth nerve ( trigeminal), . the seventh 

nerve (facial), the ninth. nerve (glossopharyngeal} 9 tenth nerve (ve.gns), 

and the eleventh nerve (spinal aooossory). The tbreo last named nerves 

are supplied by one nuoleus, the nucleus ambiga.us. It is a veey long 

nucleus reaching from a point dorsal of the caudal end of the sevanth. 

nucleus to the oe.udal end ot the medulla oblongata. Tb.e cells of eaoh 

ot those nuclei are structurally like the cells found in the somatic 

motor nuclei. 

A. The Fifth llotor Nucleus. Figs. a, · 9, 34. 

The motor nucleus of tho fifth nerve in the new-born rat . lies 



dorsal of the pons. The nuoleus is about three hundred micra. broad, three 

h.undred miora. deep and :five hundred miora long. , I he.ve not been able to 

dietingaish positive groupillg in the fifth nucleus alt~ough tllere is a 

suggestion of it near the ends 0£ the imoleus. Lateral of tile motor nucl8Us 

is the sensory mcleus of the trigeminus. Medial is the torma.tio reti-

cularis in which, toward tile ceudal end of the group, lie the cells of 

the group already referred to· as the ventral nucleus of the sixth nerve. 

B. The Seventh Nucleus. Figs. 15., 16, M. 

The seventh moleus _lies in the ventro-lateral part of the 

medulla oblongata a.bout eight hundred .miara caudal of the posterior 

b?rder of the pons.• Its neurons innervate striated mascles of the face .. 

Embryologioally, the faoial nuscles are derived :from the 

meseno~ and should be considered as special visceral masoles. Tb.is 

classification is in harmony with the position of the mioleus of the 

facial nerve. 

The faoial m1cleus is observed to be divided into many distinct 

groups of' oells. Oajal recognized tour distinot groups ot cells in this 

nucleus of the rabbit but th.e illustrations he gives show distinctly that 

three of his groups are composed of cells· which might further be grouped 

according to their morphology. Furthermore, the cells that are similar 

in morphology lie very close together. Therefore, I think that some 

fa.otor has been overlooked by investigators of this mcleus. ~anson ('11) 

has intimated that these several groups may bear some relation to the 

specif'io msoles 1tU1ervated; probably one group innervates a single 

muscle. Another possible canse of' grouping is the locality into which 
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the dendrites go. In the facial nnoleus the group labeled (A), (Fig. 15)., 

ls the dorsal group of Cejal. ·· It is a very distinct group. Most, if not 

all, of the oells send at least one 1ong dendrite over laterally to th.a 

region of the (:S) group (Fig. 15). The axons of the (A) grotip do not show 

clearly in my sections of tb.e ne1,-born rat. The oells a.re also larger 

than those of any of the other groups. 

Tl1e groups of' the moleus of the facial nerve are severally 

connected with certain groups or msoles, aooording to Van Gehuohten. 

The most medial group is said to send most of its axons to the stapedius 

nuscle of the middle ear. The middle group of the three ventral groups, 

sends the most of its axons out with the superior buocina.tor branch of 

the facial nerve and tb.e lateral group sends most of' its axons out with 

the inferior buocinator branch. The superior group, he found, sends its 

axons by wa::, of the : temporal branch of the facial nerve for tho inner-

vation of the frontal, superoiliary, and orbioula.ris oculi masoles. 

_c. The Nttcleu.s /Jnblgims • Figs. 16. 19, 34. 

The nucleus ambigu.us is the longest continuous nucleus in the 

medulla oblongata but it supplies fibers to three nerves, the ninth, 

tenth, and eleventh for . the innervation of the muscles of the pharynx 

and larynx. The cells of this nucleus in the new-born rat are of the 

mltipolar type and about the same size as those of the seventh, fifth, 

ond tw·elfth nuclei. The axons of the cells enter the nintQ. and tenth 

nerves by passing dorsally and laterally. There is great irregularity 

in the course or the fibers. Some of them pass almost straight to the 

lateral edge of the dorsal, general visoeral motor, nucleus of the vagu.s 

and enter the root of the vagus nerve there. Others pass almost directly 
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lateral to enter the root bundles, and others are scattered along any-

where bet·,veen these extremes. The reason for this irrego.larity seems to 

be the time of growth. or the fiber relative to the time of growth of so:ne 

other fiber that crosses its pathway. One can often see a fiber looped 

across another fiber in some longitudinal pa.th and it :· appears that, dne 

to the growth of fibers later, one or both of the first fibers have been 

crowded far o:ut of their original path. Tb.is phenomenon· seems to be 

peouliar to the nucleus ambig11us. 

The nucleus ambiguus does not seem to be composed of' many groups 

of cells. This may be dne to the shape of the nucleus. In the first 

plaae the nucleus varies considerably in width at various levels. · In 

serial sections sometimes one sees tho cells rather far apart and again 

they appear rather closely packed while 1 t may be on the next sect ion 

there will be almost no traces of cells belonging to the nucleus. In 

longitudinal section the cells are seen to lie in two main divisions. 

These divisions are most prominent in the anterior part of the nucleus 

where the dorsal group is composed ot :nwnarous calla which do not im-

pregnate well with silver while the ventral gr9up does impregnate well 

with silver but is oomposed of cells rather ta.r apart. The ventral group 

1s almost continuous with the posterior end of the dorsal group of tb.e 

facial nucleus. The dorsal gr0t1p extends forward to a point slightly 

above the posterior end of the taoial nucleus. 

3. Goneral Visceral ?rtotor Oolunm.. 

The general visceral motor column in the rat is COJI!)osed of an 

unpaired nucleus in connection with the oculomotor nerve (the nucleus of 

Edinger and Westphal), the superior salivatory nucleus in connection with 
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the facial nerve, the infeJ:'lor selivatory nucleus in conneotion with the 

glossopharyngeal nerva. and the dorsal tmoleus of the vegtts and spinal 

accessory nerves. 

A. The General Visceral Motor :nucleus of the Third Nerve. 

The most rostral. rmcleus of the general visceral motor oolunm 

is in connection with the nucleus of tb.e third nerve. In the new-born 

rat it lies dorso'."'medial of the anterior groups of the soma.tic nucleus 

of that nerve and consists of an.unpaired nucleus (Kappers '20, page 561). 

It ls very difficult to distinguish the extent of this nucleus in the 

young rat. It can be more easily distinguished in the adnl t rat {l:Ucleus 

of Edinger and Westphal) • 

B. The Salivatory Nuclei. 

The next nucleus, caudad, in the group of the general visceral 

mtor mclei is the superior salivatory nucleus. It ls in connection with 

the facial nerve (Koh.nstomm '02). The nucleus lies dorsal and a little 

medial of the special visceral motor nucleus of the facial nerve ( Craigie 

'25, No •22, Kappers •20). 

The inferior salivatory nucleus is said to be in the same 

. relative position as th.a superior nucleus, being a veey short distance 

caudal of the former and sending its fibers out with the ninth or glosso-

pha.ryngeal nerve. According to Kohnstamm, the axons_ of these nuclei 

deoussate before passing oat of the brain stem, (p. 47). 

I have located these nuclei by the Nissl degeneration method 

in one adult rat. 
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c. The General Visceral Motor Nucleus of the Tenth Nerve. 

Figs. 22,. 23. 

Tb.e general visceral motor nucleus of th.a teritb. nerve lies 

dorso-la.teral of the nucieus ot the twelfth nerve. It is also a. very 

long m1cleus. in the new-born rat it extends from a. point somewhat 

rostral of the rostral end of the twelfth llllOleus ·to the cad.al end of 

the medulla oblongata. At about the level o:t the rostral end of the 

twelfth nucleus the .general visceral motor nu.cleus of ·the tenth nerve 

turns slightly lateral and beoomes moli ·Smaller. The lateral shifting 

1s due to the presence of the vestibular nuclei and the nucleus inter-

oalatus of Standirini (p. 14) whioh appear between the tentbm1cleus 

and the floor ot the fourth ventricle. 



IV. CONCERNmG THE NUMBER OF CELLS m THE MOTOR NUCLEI 

There is no appreciable inorease in the immber of cells in the 

motor nuole1 ot the brain stemo£ the rat after birth. In the young rat 

there are found to be from 3,130 to 3,160 oells in the nucleus or the 

bypoglossal nerve. In the · adult rat 3,330 to 3,370 oells were counted. 

The count, however, inoludad some of the cells from the nucleus inter-

oala.tus of Standirini and I think this :tact aooounts for tlie apparent in-

crease in the number 0£ cells tn the nucleus :trom birth to maturity~ 

The nuoleus of the faoial nerve has almost s,ooo· cells in it. 

The counts ranged from 4,800 to 4,986 cells. 

My reS11lts were at widest variance in the nucleus of the sixth 

nerve. In the young rat from 212 to 230 cells were counted while in the . 

adalt the number ranged from 112 to 130. The sections of the adult brain 

were cut 10 micra thick while those ot the young brain were cut 5 miara 

thiek. The nucleoli of tho motor nerve cells are from :four to five micra 

in diameter and probably so many of them are sectioned in 5 miora sections 

that, in the young · rat, nearly all of th.a cells were counted twice. 



V • MEASUREMENT OF THE OELL BODIES OF THE MOTOR NEURONS OF THE BRAlll STEM 

1. somatic :Motor Column 

A. Nucleus of Third or Oculomotor Nerve. Figs. 1, 2, 30, 34. 

The somatic motor component of the ooulomotor nerve receives 

collaterals chiefly from the .fasciculus longitudinalia medialia. These 

fibers form a sh.eat on the ventral and .lateral sides of th.e moleus and 

bundles of the fibers pass through it. Consequently there is almost no 

shifting of the relative position of the cells composing the nucleus and 

of the fibers with which the nucleus is in synaptic relation. The measure-

ments show very symmetric growth of the cells composing the nuclei. The 

following table is prepared from Fig. 30. Fractions of a. micron have been 

discarded. :Measurements are given as the nearest whole micron. Tho cells 

were measured in tbe ·dorso-ventral diameter (vertical) and at right angles 

to this (transverse). 

Nucleus of III Cranial Nerve 
Fig. 30 ( Graph) 

Transverse Diameter 
.Average :Mode 

Young rat 13 12 

Adult rat M 22 

Percent developed 66% 

Vertical Diameter 
Average Mode 

13 12 

M 22 

52% 

These figures show that the average diameter or the cells com-

posing the nuclous of the ooulomotor nerve in the new-born rat is very 

little more than one half the diameter of those of the adult rat. 

B. Nucleus ot IV Cranial Nerve. Fig. 30. 

A very similar condition exists in the nucleus or the fourth 

cranial or troohloar norvo. The table of mansuremonts from its cells 
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follows. 

Nucleus of IV Oranial Nel"IO 

. Transverse Diameter Vertical Diameter 
.Average Mode Ave.rage Mode 

Young rat .13 12 14 12 

Adult rat . 25 22 - 28, 28. 28 - 22 

Percent . developed 52% 50% 

In this mioleus the cells seem to group about two modes in the 

adult rat. 

O:. -,Nucleus of VI Cranial :Nerve. F1g. 30. 

:U:ea.surements of the .oells 9f t)le nucleus of the sixth. oranial 

. nerve cor.respond with. those of the nucleus of nerve IV in oert.ain respects 

bu.t differ from them in other respects • . Th.e measurements are as follows: 

Nucleus of VI Cranial Nerve 

',rrSJ1sverse Diameter Vertical Diameter 
Average Mode Av.erage :Mode 

Young rat 16 12 12 17 

Adult rat 24 22 and 28 23 21 

Peroent developed 66% 50% 

These measurements indicate that the majority of the cells ot 

the nucleus of the sixtn cranial nerve in the new-born rat are elongated 

in the tr3.nsverse plane. We find by microscopic examination that many of 

the cells lie among the fibers of a tract which sweeps under the, loop 

formed by the internal genu or the facial nerve. Th.ese tibers are from 
' the vestibular nuolei and cross the raphe to enter the fasoioulus longi-

tudinalis ot the other side. 
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A condition somewhat similar to that :found 1n the nucleus of nerve 

IV exists in the nucleus of the VI nerve of the adult rat. The graph for 

each plMe is very irregular with two modes eaoh. A microsooplo examination 

of the sixth rmoleus in an adnlt . rat reveals the oells as bei11g of two types,: 
. . ·.. . . ~:;; 

one type being elongated transversely and lying among the vestibular fibers 

closo below the bundle of the facial nerve, the others being more nearly the 

same diameter ·each way end lying somewhat ventral of the former calls. 

Around the latter cells there is a considerable me.as of fine terminal 

branches from the fa.soiculus longitudine.lis medialis end other tracts of 

the format io rat ioularis, among which are several fibers from the large 

cells found in tho ret 1oula.r format ion near the level of' the V, VI, and 

VII nerve nuclei. 

D. Nucleus of XII Cranial Nerve. Fig. 31. 

Sometimes grmvtb. ooours along one a.xis of tho cells more than 

along another axis. This tendency is well illustrated by the chart ot 

the dorsal group of the XII nucleus. In this chart the average adult 

transverse diameter of the cells was l'1.25 mlora, whereas tho mode was 

19 micra.. The oells of the seme group in tho new-born rat average 16.75 

micra end tho mode is 16 miora.. These cha.rts show vecy little grO\vth 

between birth and maturity in the transverse diameter. On the other hand, 

measurements in the vertical diameter reveal a groat change, for in the 

adult the average diameter is 19.18 miora with the mode at 19 miora. In 

the new-born rat the average diameter is 12.44 micra with the mode at 13 

m1ora. These comparisons oorrespond vary well with what is observed to 

happen with regard to this group of nea.rons. (Figs. 22, 31~ In the young 
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rat a few fine ax:ones are visible in the dorso-medial part or this group. 

In the adult rat a great mass of uzney-elinated fibers can be observed in 

this same region by using the silver pyridine technique. (Figs. 22, 22b) 

The dendrites of the dorse.l group,,. extend up into this mass oansing an 

elongation of the perikaryon dorso-ventrally. 

A table of measurements giving the average diameters of the 

cells of the different groups composing the XII naoleus is inserted here. 

Measurements are given as the nearest whole micron. 

Young 

Adult 

.Percent 

YOWlg 

Adult 

Percent 

Nucleus of XII or Hypoglossal Nerve 

Transverse Diameter. 

Dorsal (A) Medial (B) 
Av. :Mode Av. Mode 

17 16 16 17 

19._ 19 19 22 

t'l·$ 84 

Ventral (D) 
Av. Mode 

14 13 

19 1'1 

74 

Vertical Diameter 

12 13 12 ll 13 ll 

19 19 li ·15 ll . 15 

63 74 76 

Lateral (E) 
Av. Mode 

17 17 

21 22 

80 

15 17 and 13 

_gi 22 

66 

Aooording to these figures, the really significant changes in 

diametei- occur in the dorsal and lateral groups. The dorsal group has 

already been disoussed. Tb.e lateral group (E) end the group described as 

group (0) are composed of cells whioh send a long dendrite laterally into 

the torma.tio retiaularis. Hare it comes into relation with fibers from 

the sensory (descending) trigeminal llllOleus and lies among many of the des-

cending longitudinal tibors of the formatio reticularie, among whioh are 

several fibers from cells of the tormatio reticularis at the level of the 
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motor nuclei of the V, VI, and VII nerves. The latter cells malte synaptic 

relations wi tb. f'i bers from the sensory nucleus or the trigeminal nerve of 

th.a opposite side., with the auditory :fibers of .the trapezoid body, and 

possibly with the fibers from the oerebrrun and nucleus rnber. 

At first the cells .of the lateral group are longer on the latero-

medial axis but in the adult tb.ey seem to grow to about the same diameter 

along both axes. 

Another interesting fact concerning the graphs of Group (A) 1s 

that on each side of th.a mode there are secondary modes very similar in 

both the young and adult rats. ?q interpretation of these modes is that 

a.round the periphery of the g11ou.p there is a tendency for certain cells to 

elongate along one axis at the expense of the other axis. I have observed 

no reason for subdividing the group. 

2. Special Visceral Column 

A. The Nucleus of V Cra:rlial Nerve. .Fig. 33. 

The cells of the motor nucleus of the trigeminal nerve do not 

reach out into the surrounding forma.tio ret ioula.ris to the same extent 

that the cells of some of the other nuclei do. They enter into synapUo 

relation with the collaterals of the mesenoephalic moleus of the same 

side• fibers from the sensory nucleus. of the trigeminal nerve of the same 
. I 

end opposite sides, the adjacent nuclei (No '22)• end with cells lying in 

the formatio reticularis. 

The average diameters of the cells are as tollows1 



Transverse Vertioel. 
.Average l!ode Average Mode 

Yoong 17 17 14 l~ 

Aclult 31 33 28 28 

Percent 56 50 

These figu.res indicate a. very s;y:mmetrioel gr0'1tb. of the cells. 

B. Nucleus of VII Cranial Nerve. Fig. 32. 

Figu:re 32 is a graph made from measurements of the cells of tb.e 

facial moleus. It shows that all the groups of tho nuclens contain eel ls 

nearly the same size in tho vertical diameter in the a.dill t. In the young 

rat th.ere is a slight difference in diameter between groups. The cells of 

the intermediate group have the greatest vertical diameter. Marinesco 

(Van Galm.ob.ten 1 06, p. 690) classed the cells th.at I have described as 

forming the intermediate group with. the lateral group. RiS work was based 

on the results of degeneration experiments. In this group, on its medial 

side is a small group of cells slightly separated from the main mass of 

cells. These cells are mcb. longer along the vertica1 axis then they are 

along the la.taro-medial axis. They show by far the greatest differenti-

ation in the cytoplasm in the new-born rat. (Fig. 18a) 

The traots which make synapsis with the nucleus of the facial 

nerve are el.most all longi tudinel in their course. These fibers pass as 

smell bundles in the regions between the cell-groups of the nucleus. The 

regions where the fiber bundles pass are full of a dense neuropil. The 

cells of the nuol81ls have a tendency in the young rat to be greater in 

diameter dorso-ventrally then they are transversely. In the adult the 
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greater diameter tends towar.d tho transverse plane. The average diameters 

by groups follows. 

Yoa.ng 

Adult 

Percent 

Young 

-Adult 

Percent 

Nucleus of VII Cranial Nerve 

Transverse Diameter 

Lateral Group Intermediate Group 

Av. Mode Av. Mode 

14 12 14 12 

·~ 22·and 28 M:. 22 

60-% 60-$ 
. Vertical Di8lll8ter 

16 12 14 14 

.li 22 25 22 

66% 56% 

o. The Nucleus Ambiga.us. Fib .. 33. 

Liedial Group 

Av:. Mode 

14 14 

ll , 28 

51% 

16 17 

li, 22 

66% 

The nucleus ambiguus in the young rat contains cells of two 

distinct sizes as mentioned on psge 17. These groups show up very well 

on the graph although. 1n transverse section it is almost impossible to 

recognize the difference in size under '·the microscope. While the mode 

is 17 and tho average is 15 micra i'or the trenS'V'erse die.meter of the 

cells in the young rat, yet the sum of the cells measuring 12, 13, or 14 

micra in diameter is greater than the sum of those l!easuring 16, 17 or 18 

miora.. Tb.a same condition is f'wnd in the vertical, dorso-ventral, 

diameter. However, in this instance the mode is 12 microns. Tb.is con-

dition seems to be transitory for in the adult no suoh difference was 

found. A table swnmarizing Fig. 33 follows. 
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Nuoleus Amb!gaas 

Transverse Diameter vertical Diameter 

Average Mode Average ldode 

Young 15 17 14 12 

Adult 22 22 _gg_ 22 

Percent 68% 66% 

3. General Visceral Motor Column 
• • '•:; ' , C • 

With the exception of the dorsal nucleus of the vagns nerve, the 
: . L·: 

calls belonging to the general visoerol motor column have been too hard to 

locate to make a reliable chart of their diameters. J~ttempts have been 

made to identify them definitely by silver impregnation me~hods and by de-

generation methods bu.t with.out suooesa on !I!3' part, except in one a.dlllt ra.t. 

The difficulty of identifying the visceral motor cells is cine to their 

small size, as well as the unreliability of methods of demonstrating them. 

A. Dorsa1 Nucleus of Vagas. 

The cells of the dorsal nucleus of the vagas nerve are mostly · 

bipolar. Tho graph of the adult rat shows very nieely tbe difference in 

diameter aeused by the dendrites (p. 49) • A summary from the graph, 

·Fig. 33, follows. 

Young 

Adult 

Percent 

Dorsal Nucleus 0£ V ag12s Nerve 

Transverse Diameter 

.Average 

13 

Mode 

12 

1e ·end 22 

Vertical Diameter 

Average 

12 

ltode 

11 

17 



VI. OITOLOGIOAL DIFFERENTIATION 

Under tile b.eading Cytological Differentiation I shall discuss 

only the degree of development of visible neuro£ibrillae and of the 

ohromophyllic substanoe or ?Ussl 'bodies. 

1. Neurot'ibrille.e 

A. ·somatic Motor Column. 

All of the calls of the somatio motor column of the new-born rat 

show neurofibrillae. In some cells they are more pronounced than in others 

and some groups of cells are ohe.raoterized by having more or less neuro-
--d 

i'ibrillae than adjeoent nuclei. 

There is practically no difference in the appearance of the 

neurofibrillae to be seen in the cells of the nuclei of the III and IV 

cranial nerves. They impregnate easily Slldwell with silver. The nuol811s 

of the VI nerve is soma.vhe.t different. The radices or the VI nerve im-

pregnate well but I have not observed __ impregnation of the cells and their 

dendrites comparable to that of the III and IV nerves. 

The dorsal, lateral,and medial groups of the nucleus of the XII 

cranial nerve sha.v the presence of a.'bunda:nt neurofibrillae. The ventral 

group of cells show nourofibrillae also but they are finer and the cells 

havo a moh lighter appearance in sections prepared by the silver method. 

They are surrounded by a denso pericellular network of terminal f'i bers. 

B. Special Visceral Column. 

All of the cells of the special visceral motor column omept some 

or the colls 1n the dorsal p~t 0£ tb.e anterior end of the nucleus ambignus 

(p. 17) have well developed neurofibrillae. Some neurofibrillae can be 
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seen 1n tb.e la.tter group. 

o. General Visceral Column~ 

lleurofibrillae e.re <very poorly developed. in th.a neurons o:r the 

general visceral motor column~ Tlle:re are a few cells in the region of 

the nucleus of Edinger and Westphal which show a tew neurofibrillaa bu.tin 

general. they are too poorly developed in this nucleus to mako idontifi-

oation of the cells possible. 

The saliva.tory nuoloi have not been recognized in the new-born 

rat. 

The dorsal motor nucleus of the Vef:;'US nerve contains cells with 

a few neurotibr1lla.e. (Soma cell,s in this .nucleus sb01.v neurofibrillae on 

one side only.) The cells which show the most neurofibrillae belong to a 
. . . ' 

group which seems to be the group described by llalona ( 'l3b) as the 

nucleus Oardiacus. 

2.. Nissl Bodies. 

A. Soma.tic and Special Visceral llotor Oolunns. 

The Nissl bodies are present in most of the somatic motor cells 

'but are well developed in only a small number of the11:1• They appear as 

thin shoats of the .ohromophyllia substance near the periphery of the 

perilmryon. In tile adult rat the masses of Nissl substance appear to be 

rather deeply 1mbedded in the cytoplasm as described by Ca.Jal ( '09, PP• 

164-170). There is a slight difference in the general distribution and 

shape of the IUssl bod~es in dif'i'erent groups of cells and in different 

na.olei. The distribution end shape ot the N!ssl bodies saoms to be cor-

related very definitely with the shape of the cell. In cells having a 

long and a snort axis, the 1assl bodie.s appear as fusiform bodies reg-



ula.rly .arrm1ged aroup.d the oell. In cells with irregular branching 

dendrites, the lUssl bodies a.re more irregular in shape. (Figs. 3, 4, 

17, 27, 28} 

Groups of cells ha.vi~ the ftlsi£orm type of JUssl bodi~s pre-

dominating ·are the elongated cells in the dorsal part of nucleus ,VI, 

group ( :B} of nucleus XII, the dorsal group of nucleus V:II, and some of the 

cells ne.arest tha fiber tracts passing throngh the ventral part of nucleus 

VII (Figs• 18a. . . 28} • 

Groups of' cells having the coarse, irregular twe o:r :Nissl 

bodies are the dorsal group (A) and the_ lateral group ( C), the ventral 

g1•oup (D) and tho postero lateral group (E) of' nucleus XII, the nuoleus 

embignus, most -of the cells of the ventral groups of mioleus VII., tb.e 

ventral oells of nucleus VI, nucleus V, nucleus IV, and ll'll:lleus JII• 

B. General Visceral Oolumn. 

Cells whioll lie in a.bout the position of the nucleus of Edinger 

and Westphal Jiave tiny Nissl bodies near the periphery of . their perilta.ryia. 

In the dorsal nucleus of the vs.gas nerve there are cells which. 

ha.ve tiny fusiform lUssl bodies nee.r the periphery and other cells of the 

group have tiny platlets of Nissl substance also very near the periphery 

of the cell poey. In some of the cells, particularly those which. seem to 

be bipolar, the Nissl bodies lie so closely together ab011t the base of the 

dendrite that they appear to ooa.losce and form a collar of tb.e ohromo-

phyllio substance o.round 1 t. 



VU. TRAOTS Oli' THE BRA.m STEM 

,M2:Ely of the tracts _or the adult brain stem are present in the 

new-born rat. Nono 0£ the fibers a.re nwelinated but many of them contain 

neurofibtillae end oe.n be impregnated by the :pyridine silver method. Other 

tracts do not impregnate by this method btlt aa.n be seen as light ye~low 

fibers. 

Among the treats w'bioh a.1·e present but which do not impregnate 

well with silver e.re the oortico-spinal tract end some of the smaller 

longitudinal 'bundles of the £orma.tio reticularis • 

.Among those traots which are vtell impregnated with silver are the 

rubro-spinal tract, the lateral lenmiscus, the ventral spino-oerebellar 

trllct, slthough aornposed or fine fibers, the fasciculus sol1tarius, the 

brachia 0£ the cerebellum., the fasciculus longitudinalis llledialis, the 

medial lemnisous, neurons of the first and second order ot the trigeminal 
•r; 

sensory system, and the 'tracts a.rising from them, the vestibular nuolel 

and tracts arising from them~ the traots £rom tb.e au.ditory nuclei, trape-

zoid body and lateral lemlsctts9 and the thalamo 'olivary tract. 

Mm:i.y of the olfactory tracts in the rostral end o:r tne bra.in 

a.re visible ba.t do not iII!)reg:nate well with. . silYor. In the thalams and 

hypothalnnus tb.ey are partly impregnated but the descending tracts ei thor 

are not demonstrable or they lie so close to the periphery and are so 

heavily impregnated that I have not different lated them. 

The oortioo-spinal tract 1n the rat we.s worked out by King 

( 'lOb). The rubro spinal tract is illustrated by Fuse ( '20) and by 

Oraigie ( '25). ora.igie el.so describes the medial and lateral lemnisci, 

the teoto-spinal tract and the fe.soiculus longitudinalis medislis. 



Gttrdj1an ('25) has described th.e oli'aotory tracts in the ol-

factory lobe, tho tha1ams and hypothalamis and the olfactory aree.s of 

the cerebral cortex. All the tracts he describes can be seen in tb.e 

new-born rat. 

l have one bra.in cut 1n the sagittal plane whiOh lays the 

thalf:lltlO olivary tra.ot open throughout almost its entire length. This 

tract passes ventral of the nucleus of tne :facial nerve and turns dorse.d 

to end in the nucleus 0£ tho inferior olive. 

There is a tract wh.ioh. arises in the latel'al vestibular na.oleus 

and runs postero-medially among the fibers or the fe.oial nerve a.s they 

emerge from their nuol811s of origin. It turns caudad to pass along the 

lateral side of the b.ypoglossal nucleus. !'.Chis appears to be the vestibulo-

sp1nal tract. 



VIII. DISCUSSION OF THE LITERATURE 

1. Somatic Motor Column 

The llllcleus of the ocmlomotor nerve has been very oaretttlly 

studied in the mou.ae. rabbit and dog by CaJal ( '09). Van Oehucb.ten ( '06) • 

Perl1s., Eding~r and others have studied tb.e nucleus in many animals. It 

' apparently reaohes its greatest complexity in man. 

Of all the descriptions of the mioleus that hs.ve been written 

perhaps that by Perlia (Van Gehuohten '06, P• 696) for the nucleus in 
. , 

man is the most complex. Cajal 0011ld never find fibers f'rom some of the 

grou.ps described by Pe:tlia entering tho radices of the -oculomotor nerve. 

He also was unable to seo fibers passing from the group, usually des-

cribed as the nucleus of Ed1Dger and Westphal, into the radices of the 

oaulomotor nerve. He further states (Cajal '09• P• 239) that the fibers 

from the nucleus of Edinger and westphsl do not seem to enter the ooulo-

motor nerve as paquets. 

The position of the cells in the nucleus which give origin to 

the crossed axons (p. 8) is different in different kinds of animals 

(Cajal '09, P• 235, 242, 243; Van Gehuohten, '01). Oajal ( '09, P• 234) 
-states that there 1s also a comissure of dendrites between the 1I11olel 

of the III pair of nerves. 

In the new-born rat (p. 8) o.>mm1ssural fibers are present in 

considerable munbers. (Fig. 1) The position or the odlls of origin of 

the co:rmnissural fibers seems to be about half we:, between the ventral 

position desoribed by Oajal for the kite and lizard and tb.e dorsal 

position described by Van Gehuohten for the rabbit. 
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Toward the posterior end of the grottp ot comnissural fibers, 

there are ~everal. fibers which appear to belong to the dorsal part of 

the nucleus. The pyridine silver method does not clearly distingu.1sh 

these fibers as axons or dendrites~ Among these fibers a few, four or 

five on each side, really appear to be dendrites. These fibers ·~ be 

the comnissure of dendrites mentioned by Oajal. 

Perhaps tho majority : of the oommissural fibers passing between 

the opposite nuclei of the III pair or nerves belong to tbe oomm1ssure of 

collaterals de~cribed by OeJai, ( '09, P• 2317)'. 

Nothing has been foand in the literature concerning the growth 

or the oells in the oculomotor nerve. · l!"1g • . 30 sb.ows gra.pbioally the 

measurements of one hundred . cells in the oc{;cto111otor miolei of a new-born 

rat as compared with a series of similar mea.sarements from an a.du.lt. Tnis 

graph and the data given on page 21 indicate that growth has been quite 

uniform in each direotio~. The Niss1 · bodies have also increased in size 

(p. 31). Tb.e tracts wb.1oh. a.re most intimately in relation with these 

malei lie just beneath the cells or a.rah up amQng them (Fig. 2). The 

processes of the adult calls are longer and branch more extensively than 

in the new-born; also. tile pericellular network or neurop:11 is mcb. 

denser and' of greater volume. It is, therefore, likely that tile increase 

in the synaptic area of the cells snd probf:l.bl~ the number of synapses bear 

no olose relation to the square _of the increase in diameter bu.tare prob-

ably very mch greater. 

Growth, then, in the nucleus or .the oculomotor nerve has oon-

s1sted of an expansion ot the dendrites witll a corresponding 1noreasa in 



the diameter 0£ the cell bodies ( OeJ al '09 • tome l, p. 158*) • an in-

crease in the number 0£ synaptic relations with other neurons as 

evidenced by the increased neuropil• and a further differentiation of 

the oytoplasm as evidenced by the development of the N1ssl bodies. 

j 
B. Nucleus or the IV Nerve. 

36. 

The· position of the nucleus of the fourth cranial nerve (p. 9) 
.. 

corresponds with th.at of the rabbit (OaJal '09, t2, P• 231} and other 

mammals (Van Gebttchten 1 06, P• 692) • The nucleus consists of only one 

group of cells and they are ali miltlpolar • . In the new-born rat the 

cells avorage 52 per cent of the adult diameter in the transverse plane 

and 50 percent of the adult vertical diameter. These figures indicate 

a. very s;s,mnetrical growth. of th.e cell bodies along the t,vo axes. 

Th.a nuclous or the IV nerve like tb.e nucleus of the III nerve 

receives most of its afferent stimtlli from the f'e.sc1culus longitudinalis 

medialis, which lios immediately below the nucleus end sends bundles of' 

fibers among the cells ot the nucleus. 
. . 

The n1ssl bodies are longer and more naJli8rous in the adult than 

in the new~born rat. 

c. Nuoleus of VI Oranial Nerve. 

The nuolou.s of the sixtn oraniol. nerve has ioqeived :much 

attention on sooount of its phylogenetfo ohara.oter1st1cs. The position 

* "Plus les expansions dcndritiques auxquelles un neurone donne 
naissa:nce sont volumineuses et maltipliees, plus le protopla.sma 
du corps do oe neurono est copieux." 



of the nucleus is very different in different animals (Kappers u. 

Fortuyn '20, Vol. 2, pp. 456-562). -In the fish.es in pa.rtioular9 1t 

has a tendency to be near the ventral part of the medulla oblongata 

and~ be represented by two, three or four separate nuclei on each 

side. In most of the rapt iles, birds, and fishes tho nucleus is noar 

the floor of th.e fourth ventricle. In these animals it is subject to 

oons1derable difference in its longitudins.l position it one considers 

the point of emergence of the VII nerv-e root as a fixed point of 

reference. 
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In the rat the nucleus lies as described, (p. 9), beneath the 

internal genu of the facial nel'V'e Just caudal of the plane of emergence 

of the roots of the :f'aoial nerve. It lies lateral of the fasoioulus 

longi tudinalis medial is. 

Considerable argament has been raised concerning a small group 

of oells which lies between the rostral end of the nucleus of the facial 

nerve and its emerging root. Van Gelmohten ( '06, PP• 604-609) describes 

this nucleus as belonging to the abclucens nerve. 0ejal in describing 

the same nucleus, bu.t using silver impregnation methods instead of the 

degeneration method used by Van Gehuohten, says that he could not satisfy 

himself that the axones of this group were really inoorpora.tod in the 

radices of the VI ptir of cranial nerves (CaJal 1 09, tome l, P• 856). 

1\ty own preparations do not show where the axons of the cells of this 

group go but they do show that fibers from the ventral nucleus ~f the 

substantia gela.tinosa. end fibers from the superio~ olive reaoh the 

dendrites ot this group. The dendrites also extend into the region 

occupied by the ra.bro-spinal tract. 
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Oajel describes tb.e nucleus of the abducens nerve as maldng 

direct connections with the dorsal vestibular nucleus and with a oross-

ed vestibular nuoleus and ,vith the lateral vestibular nuol8Us in 

m:=tmnals. All of' these connections seem to be established in some degree 

1n the new-born rat. 

Ueasurements of -th.a cells indicate that the average trans-

verse diameter of' the cells of the abduoens nucleus in the new-born rd: 

is 66 percent while the average vertical diameter is 52 percent of the 

adult diameter. The difference in tb.e average diameter along the two 

axes is very great. An examination of' the relation of the nucleus to 

the tracts immediately around it reveals the fa.ct that many of its cells 

lie among the vestib-ala.r tracts ,vb.lch cross the rephe after passing 

through the loop formed by the internal genu of the facial nerve. The 

cells of' the nucleus are elongated parallel with the fibers among wb.iob. 

they lie. It seems that the tracts mat have something to do with the 

shape of the cells. 

In the ·adu.lt rat a few cells in the dorsal pa.rt of the 

nucleus still lie among the vestibular fibers and are longer trans-

versely th.an they are vertically. However, tb.e majority 0£ the oells 

lie farther below the facial nerve and are surrounded by a rather dense 

network of fibers. They are nultipolar cells and have a vertical dia-

meter as great or greater than the transverse diameter. 

Tho Nissl bodies a.re larger and more numerous in the adult 

than in the new-born rat but are not e.s large as those found in the 

III and IV nuclei. 



Differentiation in the oells of the abduoens moleus, then, 

consists of growth of the oells and their prooesses, the establishment . . . ' . . 

of new s~tio relations with other traots to a greater e_xtent than 

with. tb.e vestibular tracts, and in further differentiation of the 

cytoplasm or the oell bodies, 

D. · Nuoleus of the XII Cranial Nerve. 
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The nucleus of th.e hypOgloasal nerve has been very well worked 

011t. There are some small . :miolei lying beside it concerning wb.ich there 

is still some doubt. These are the moleus of Roller (1881) which lies 

below the hypoglossel nucleus, thG mcleu.s intercalatus oi' Stan4irin1 

which lies above and ::.ntorio:r to the bypoglossus nucleus, and the ao-

oessory nucleus of the hypoglossus nerve wh.iob I have not potiitively 

ident if'ied but which I thinlt corresponds to a. group of small cells des-

cribed on page 14. Duvel and Meyn.art considered this nuoleus to be a 

pa.rt of the liypoglossus ba.t OaJal ( '09, t. l, p. 705) seys he has never 

been able to observe its connection with the radices of the nerve. 

Koallilcer ( '96, Vol. II, P• · 232) states that these cells certainly have 

nothing to do with the recognized bypoglossus nerve. The nuoleus of 

Roller and the nucleus intercalatus ot Standirini also are oonsidered 

now to belong to a coordination system instead of being a part ot the 

ruclous of origin o:f' the b.ypoglossus nel"'te (Oajal '09, t. l, P• ,-7051 

Koelllker '96 Vol. II, P• 232). 

Koelliker also montions a few cells which lie between the 

nucleus of' · tho h~oglossus nerve and the raphe whioh are elongated 

parallel with the nucleus. He says that these cells have nothing to do 
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with thEt b.ypoglossus nerve. I think the same kind of oells to the number 

of six or eight are present in the hypoglossal nucleus of the young rat. 

Their axons cannot be recognized among the mass of fibers bat from tho 

disposition of their dendrites I suspect they form a longitudiiAl co-

ordination system tor the nucleus · of . the hypoglossus nerve, .Fig. 24. 

From the descriptions already given, (pp. 11-14), we see that 

the hypoglossal nucleus or the young rat cony;,ares vecy favorably with 

the descriptions given by CaJel ('09, t. 1, PP• 702-711; Koelliker, 

'96 Bd II, PP• 230-235; Van Geh.uchten '06, PP• 529-533) • 

In the yOllng rat the cells are not fully grown but are nnoh 

more nearly so than in the three no.oie~ in connection with the eye 

nusoles. The dorsal group {A) being 'i1•:$-per cent of the adult trans-

verse diameter and 63 percent of the adult vertical diameter 1s the most 

asymmetrically developed of the groups of the XII moleus. 

The medial group ( B) is second in point of development of the 

groups, the average transverse diameter being 84 percent or the adult 

diameter and, the vertical diameter being 74. percent of the adult diameter. 

The ventral group stands lowest in average development but is the' most 

symmetrically developed being 74 percent of the adult transverse diameter 

and '76 percent of the adult vertical diamete~. 

The lateral group is 80 peroen't ot the adult transverse 

diameter and only 66 percent or the· adult vertical diameter. 

From these measurements it is evident that the mechanism of 

swallowing 1s or first importance and ls well developed when the rat is 

born. According to Oajal the dorsal group o:r cells reoeives many fibers 

from the na.oleus of the tasoioulus solitarius. These fibers enter it 
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from its anterior end end the lateral. side. Apparently tho cells of the 

dorsal group have gror.m out laterally to their mature size in establish-

ing this relationship before tb.e rat is born. Another part of the swallow-

ing mechanism is the coordination of .the two sides of the to11o~e. This 

meohanism appears to be nearly perfect the cells engaged in this system 

being 84 percent or the adult diameter. A third important part of . the 

feeding meohanism consists of the sensory stim.111 from the inside of the 

mouth and the tongue itself. Apparently this part of the mechanism is 

provided for all?O • since those cells whioh reach out to establish re-

lations with the substantia gelatinosa a.re 80 percent of the adult size 

when the rat is born, The other r~lations are apparently or lesser 

importance. 

A swmnary of the state of development or the hypoglossal nucleus, 

then, consists of the following: The Nissl bodies are present but not well 

developed, p. 31. Synaptic relations a.re established with many of the 

tracts observed in the adult but the relations are not nearly as intimate. 
. . 

Tile adu.lt number of cells seems to be present in the young rat. Thero:t'ore, 

growth end maturation in this nucleus seem to consist of the processes 

described for the other nuclei of the somatic motor oolUJIDl. 

2. Special Visceral" t!otor Column 

A. Nucleus of the V Cranial Nerve. 

The nucleus of the tirgeminal nerve has been the source of nnob. 

investigation for many years (Koelliker '96 bd II, PP• 284~292; Van 

Gehuohten '06, PP• 609-616; 0ajel '09, t. 19 PP• 871-888; Johnston '09; 
I . . Allen '19; '25; No '22}. Kolliker described the motor nucleus of the 

trigemlnal nerve in the rabbit as giving rise to a few oomnissural fibers. 

Ven Gehuchten studied the nucleus by lUssl's degeneration matb.od and de-



clai-ed that thero ware no oommissural fibe~s arising from the motor 

nucleu.s o:t the trigeminal norve., Oajal agreed with Van Gehuohten and 

said that the fibers Roelllker saw were fibers a.rising from oells in 
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the substantia gela.tinosa. and from the nucleus of l3eohterew.. Oajal 

thought that he also saw a few direc;t sensory fibers crossing to the 

motor nucleus oi' the opposite side in .the new-born mouse. Be was unable 

to verify his observation in the cat and rabbit. 

I.lost or the investigators previous to 1909 believed that the 

mesencephalio nucleus was a. part of the trigeminal motor system. That 

year Johnsto~ disoovered evidence that it was part of the sensory system, 

In 1910 May and Horsley partly confirmed Johnston's work. Allen '19 dis'"!' 

covered what :May and Horsley ( '10) had failed to do, i.e., that the fibers 

of the mesencaph.alic rmoleus extend bevond the semilunar ganglion with the 

mandibular nerve. Thelsnder ('24) traced the fibers into the masseterio, 

deep temporal and pterygoid branohes of the mandibular division of the 

trigeminal nerve. Allen ( • 25) after reviewing the evidence has concluded 

tha.t the mesencepha1ic nucleus is a proprioceptive sensory component of 
I the trigeminel nerve. No ('22) describes branches from the mesenoephalio 

nucleus passing c8lldad as far as the inferior salivatory nucleus and giv-

ing collaterals to both the superior and inferior aalivatory nuclei. 

Thelander also saw £ibers descending from the mesencephalio tra.ot but did 

not<desoribe collaterals f~om them. Fig. 9 sh.owe Stloh a. descending tract 

in the new-born rat. 

Cajal states that the motor fibers of the trigeminal nerve 
. . I ' 

leave the rmoleus without collaterals bu.t No describes two small nuclei 

in connection with the motor mcleus, one above the real motor neurons, 
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nucleus supratMgeminal, and one lateral of the motor neurons, nucleus 

intertrigeminal. The neurons of ea.oh. of these 'two nuclei give oft 

numerou.s oolla.torals to the motor nucleus Of the trigeminal nerve. The 

axons of the ventral one then pass back to the saliva.tory nuclei. These 

nuclei receive many collaterals from the mesenoephal1c tract. No thinks 

th.ey :furnish the meohanism. for adjusting the £10.1 of saliva during 

mastication. 

Apparently all of the important relations of the nucleus of 

the trigeminal nerve are la.id down before the birth of tho animal. 

Postnatal development consists of a slow bu.t great gro.vth of the cells. 

Tho increase in diameter being in the neighborhood 0£ 60 percent along 

each axis (p. 26) • 

The Nissl substance also undergoes considerable mod1£1oa.t1on 

or g~owth {Figs. 10 and 11). 

The terminal arborizations of both ai'ferent axones a.nd the 

dendrites of the motor cells increase greatly between birth end matu~ity. 

In this nucleus also rnaturi ty seems to consist in growth of the 

cells. increase in the complexity of synaptic relations, and further 

differentiation of the cytoplasm or the neurons. 

B. Nucleus of the VII 0ra:nial Nerve. 

The nucleus of the :facial nerve has also been a subject for 

nnch investigation. Its nucleus is so striking in appearance that it 

has apparently been e. challellgooe to investigation (Figs. 15• 16). 

Most of the investigators previous to 1895 included some mis-

takes in their observations. Ma.rine_soo and van Gelmchten ( '06 pp. 586-600} 

worked out the real origin of the facial nerve and :Marinesco worked on the 

groups of cells. CaJal { '09) studied the facial mcleus. In part he con-
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firmed tb,e worlc of Marinesoo . bat .he differed from them oonoerning the 

presence. of crossed fibers in the faoial· nerve. llarinesoo end Ven 

Gohuchten did not ,obtain degeneration of · tho oells in the opposite 

nuolens after, resection or the faoial nerve. CaJal contended ttis.t there 

are fibers from the tacfa.l nuclei which · decussate · and pass out • on the 

opposite side. 

The position or the nucleus of the facial nerve in different 

animals is discussed by Xappers ( • 20, PP• 530.;.545) • 

In ~he young rat we find the grouping of the facial ~cleus 

very nuoh the same as that described by Van GehuclJ.ten and :Marinesco £or 

the rabbit. The cells are a. little over one half the adult diameter, 

page 27. The lUssl bodies are not well developed al thoa.gh present, The 

fine terminal collaterals and dandritio arborizations are very mioh leas 

than 1n the adult. .The cells ot this mcleus seem to be a little more 

mature than those ·or the V nuoleus ba,t a.re rm.ch less mature than those of 

the hypoglossa:]. m1oleus. Rere, too, growth and ma.turity consist of growth 

of the oells, increase in synaptic relations ond further differentiation 

or the cytoplasm. 

o. The Nucleus Amb1guus. 

Tb.e m1oleua ambiguus b.as not received the attention in the 

11terature in reoent years that olher nuclei have. Marinesco, Van 

.Gehuchten ( '06) end OaJal ( '09) have done the most exhaustive work on 

the nnclens in mammals. They have disagreed oonoernfng the presence of 

a few crossed tibers in the v&g12s nerve• CaJ al claims to have ,£ound them 

in the new-born JIIOllSe but he f e.iled to find them in the rabbit and oo.t. 

Vnn Getmchten end Ms.rinesoo studied the rabbit by the Nissl and secondary 
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Wallerian degeneration methods and e.eclare there are no crosse·d fibers 

from the nucleus ambiga.us in the rabbit.. In other respeots ell tile , ,vorlc 

ot recent years 

Without ·recourse to the Nissl degeneration metilods it is hard 

to tell whether there are any crossed :t ibers belonging to the nucleus 

ambiguus in a. rat brain. As _described on page 16 many of the 1'1bers from 

the nucleus :ambigaus ascend to a point · near the XII nucleus before enter-

ing the radices of the Xnerve. Also in this region there a.re several 

coarse :fibers .from the ventral pa.rt of the GUbstantia gelatinosa which 

decussate in about the same place tha.t Oajal indicates as the point ot 

decmssation of the nucleus ambiguus fibers. 

There are cells which lie on the medial slde of the nucleus 

ambiguus and impregnate well with silver that send their oxon dorsal a 

short distance then toward the raphe but in my preparations they are cut 

off' before they reach. 1 t. l am uncertain as to whether these cells sh012ld 

be considered as a. part of the nucleus amblguus. 

Measurements or tb.e cells of the nucleus ambigaus in 'I.he young 

rat reveal the fact th.at they average 68 percent of the adult diameter 

in the transverse plane and 63 percent in the vertical plane. 

The Nissl substance in the new-born rat ls not well developed. 

The dendrites reach 011t farther in the adult and the afferent 

t ·orminals a.re more numerous. 0ajal('09} recognizes three dif'ferent 

souroes of a£forent fibers to the nucleus hi the adu.lt9 one from the 

substantia gelatinosa of the trigeminal tract on the same and opposite 

sides, one from the lateral column of fibers among which a.re probably 



many sensory neurons of tb.e seoond order, and the third from band.lea 

of fibers between the nucleus and tb.e substantia galatinosa, probably 

the olivo-cerebellar tract~ 

In the yowig rat soma of each of these connections seem to 

have been established. 
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In this micleus, also• maturity seems to consist of further 

di:fferentiation of the cytoplasm, increase iri size of tb.e cells and the 

length of their processes and the establishment of more intimate re-

lations with other systems of neurons. 

3. G;aneral Visceral Motor Column 

Tb.e general visceral motor column has been the subJeot of very 

nnch. study.. In spite of the imne~se amount of work that has been done 

there is still room for conjecture concerning some parts of the colunm. 

The canse of the difficulty is the smaJ.l size of the oells, the slender 

axons, many of which are . said to ba unmyelinated, and tho difficulty of 

distinoauishing the visceral motor neurons from other neurons nearby. 

A. Nucleus of Edinger and Westphal. 

The general viscearal component of the oculomotor nucleus is 

not recognizable for some time after the rest of the ocnlomotor :zmol&QS 

oau be recognized. Xoelliker ( '96) states that the somatic motor element 

?llS-1 be recognized in 4 nm. embryos bat that he 0011ld not recognize the 

visceral motor element in sny o:f' his embryos. Cajal ( '09) states tba.t he 

oa:nnot recognize the visceral motor oells in young m1oe 9 rabbits or oats. 

Van Gehuohten ( '06, p. 695) says of a. group o:t small oells that 



lie near tbe supposed positic,n of the nucleus or Edinger and Westphal, 

"Il est dif'ficile de dire a• 11 correspond au noyan d'Edinge~Westpb.al 

du mesenoe'phale de l'horrme; ma.is ce qui nous pa.rait inoontestable, _ 

o• est qu• il est independent des fibres radiculaires du ne:rf." 
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Other investigators, (Winkler '11), (Kappers ~20) desoribe the 

nucleus of Edinger and Westphal as being well recognized in mam:nals. I 

have not definitely recognized the nuoleus in the young rat. . , 

]3. superior and Inf~rior Saliva.tory Nuole1. 

The salivatory nuclei b.ave been desoribad, first by Kohnstamm 

( '02) then by several others, some of _whom I suspect _have been mistaken 

in the cells belonging to these nuclei~ Two good descriptions have 

appeared lately. (Kappers '20 and No '22) They describe tb.e sallvatocy 

nuclei as lying between the root of ~he facial nerve and the_ substant ia 

gelatinosa of the trigeminal nerve, below the nucleus of t~e faoiculue _ 

solits.rius. Acoording to wrf and Kohnstamm some of the cells ot these 
,_ 

tmclei have crossed fibers. No's investigations were made with the 

silver methods and they corroborate the results of Nissl degeneration. 

In ordor to locate the cells of these nuclei the submaxlllary 

gland and o.11 nerves leading to it were removed from an adult rat. 

Fifteen d.a:ye later tile rat was killed and the brain prepared by tho Bissl 

method. Thie brain shows a few cells 1n a state of ohromatolysis on the 

side of the lesion and a oonsidere.bly lesser rmmber on the opposite side. 

The position or the cells is the same as that described byKappers mid No~ 

The cells are so nearly the same size as the surrounding cells th.at I 

doubt if' they can be accurately' recognized uruiess they are 1n a state of 

selective degeneration. They are not very munerous. Three cells is the 
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greatest number I have seen on a single seot ion out at ten micra. 

The nucleus has not been reoognizecl in the>n~bo:m· rat~ 

o. Dorsal Nttoleus of V;igus. 

The dorsal nucleus of the vag11s nervo has been tb.e source of 

very ma.ob. investigation. A very complete history of the work done on 

this nucleus prior to 1910 ls given with a brief' summary of ~a.en artiole 

by Molhant ( '10). He oone_ludes that the dorsal 1111cleus of the vagus 1s 

composed of four physiologically separate groups of cells. From the 

l'Ostral extreID:ity of the nuolea.s caudad he _finds 11 ( 1) the gastrio motor 

center. (2) the pulmonary motor center. (3) the oardiae motor center, and 

( 4) probably the traobeo-bronohial motor center". His. work 1s based on 

anatomical, embryological and physiological studies. E;uch of 'his 

anatomical work was done by degeneration methods • 

. Ma.lone ( '13b) has di13oussed the presence ot a .group of cells. 

in the dorsal vagu.s nucleus whiob. he oalls th.e cardie.o nucleus. His 

division is basod upon oytologioal differences. According to him the 

cells of the oardiao 1111oleus are larger end contain coarserNissl bodies 
. ' 

than th~ other cells of the dorsal vagus l11loleus. 

The cells of the dorsal nucleus of the vagtts and aoaessory 

nerves in the young rat show some evidenoe o:f' having two types of oells 

suoh as· tioJ.one b.as described. However, tb.e lUssl substance £orms very 

tiny bodies (p. 31). The relative size of the cells 001:1pares very 

favorably with that ot most or the cells o:f the nucleus of the hypoglossal 

nerve. The average size o:f' tho oells con:paredwitb. the adult is 61 percent . 

in the transverse and 80 percent in the vertical diameter. 
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Apparently the cells of the dorsal vagus nucleus a.re somewhat 

better developed than most of the special visceral and somatic mo.tor 

cells. Probably the reason tor this condition is the need for a mechanism 

to help control the visceral activities. 

In the young rat there are a. few visible afferent terminal 

i'ibers. In the adult there a.re more terminal fibers belt mch fewer than 

appear: in the special visceral .and somatic motor molei. 

In this nucleus also maturity consist of i'urther differentiation 

of the oell• increase in size~ and increase in the number of synaptic re-

lations with other systems of neurons. 

Another oondition which. should be mentioned bas been ,.,orke·d out 

by Cra.igie ( '24). .According to his arti.cle tile vascular supply ot the 

motor nuolei of the V, VII, and XII oranial nerves of the rat increases 

per unit of volume by about 100 percent between birth and maturity. 

Probably a similar increase ooaurs in the other motor nuclei. Thia would 

indicate that the adult nerve cells require a greater amount of oxygen 

per unit of ,::volume th.an the new-born cells do. Therefore, we may con-

clude that the process or differentiation is a real chemical change and 

not merely an increase of mass. 



IX. GENERAL RESUME AND OONOLUSION 

In the new-born rat we find certain features which are general 

for all o-r the motor nu.clei ot the bra.in stem and in other respects cer-

tain nuolei, or groups .within a moleus •. possess individual character-

istics. The growth of the lUssl substa:noe or differentiation of the . 

cytoplasm is one thing that 1s common to all the cells. Nearly all the 

cells show neurofibrillae in some i'o:rm. The fibrillae may be near the 

periphery of the cells and be hard to distinguish from the terminal 

arborizations. of other neurons as in the hypoglossa.l nucleus, or they 

be delicate mid diffuse in the cell• as in most of the cells of the other 

nuclei. They undergo considerable change or disappear during maturation 

of th.a cell. Probably tb.e vascular supply to ell of the motor nuolei is 

greatly increased (p. 49) which means that dif'ferentia.tion is of such a 

nature that the adult cells require or are capable · of' requiring ma.oh more 

oxygen per unit o:r mass th.an the cells of the new-born ra.t. Another 

feature which 1s common to th.e motor nuclei is that all tho cells of all 

the nuolei grow in diameter between birth and maturity. 

Du.ring maturation the dendrites of all of the motor cells grow 

longer and branch more freely. According to Oajal ( '09, P• 168, Vol. I) 

"the more voluminous are the expansions to whiob. a neurone gives rise, the 

more copious is the protoplasm of the body of the neuronen. ,Tb.is law is 

very easy to recognize even in the brain of a new-born rat. While large 

prooasses are not limited strictly to motor neurons, yet they and certain 
. . 

correlation neurons which terminate in synapsis with. the motor neurons 

a.re the ones whioh h.a.ve the largest and most numarou.s processes, e.g., 
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the reticular nuclei of the medulla oblongata. (Fig. 29) (X:appers '20 

Tb.e relative size o:t · the oells of a. mi~~eus depends somew~at 

on the demands made upon the cell's activity; those cells whose i'unctions 

have tc, do with the vital activity of tb.e animel, bein~ mq.st preoooiously 

developed~ 

When a nucleus or a. group in a nucleus reoei'ves most of lts 

· afferent i"ibers from one source there is a tendency for tb.e dendr! tos to 

grow oa.t toward the source o:t stinnli. This is well illustrated in the 

dorsal group of the ~oglossal nerve, the lateral group of the same, 

the nacleus of the abdnoens nerve, and 1n the dorsal naoleus of the vague 

nerve. The cells may later grow Blong another axis. Such a growth occurs 

in the dorsal nuclena of th.a hypoglossns where during the process of 

maturity a great field of synapses is formed between it ar4d the dorsal 

vag11s nucleus.. A similar growth ooours in the other nuclei which ha.ve a 

precocious growth in one direction. 

From the above ta.cts we e.rrive at the follo-..vlng oonclus!onsi 

1. There is a positive grouping of the neurons ln nearly all 

of tho nuclei. · The reason for this is partly dependent on the organ in-

nervated and partly dependent on the source of stinuli. 

2. · Th.ere is a certain amount of correlation between the state 

of development of the motor neurons and the functional demand made on the 

organ innervated. 

3. The adult nwnber o:r motor cells are present 1n the new-

born rat. 



4. Although. the motor mechanism of th.a new-born rat is 

turictiona.l.• it ls not oonq,lete for; (a) · the internal structure of' . the 

neurons is not complete. tor the 'Nissl substance and neurofibrillae 

are not distributed as in the adult; (b) the motor neurons are in 

synaptic relation ,vith the more fundamental tracts ba.t not 1n e.s intimate 

relation as the adult neurons. 

:Maturity. then, in tb.e motor part of the brain stem consists 

in further differentiation of the cytoplasm of cells already in existence 

and the establishment of new s~aptic relationships ,dtb. other oells 

through the mu.ta.I growth of tile dendrites of the motor cells and the 

axons of the other cells. 
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XI. LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS. 

Figu.re 1. Ooulomotor .nerve. Transverse section from caudal part of 

nucleus. lVew-born rat. Pyridine-silver method. 

Figure 2. Sagittel section of oculomotor and Tra.chlear nuclei. 

E'ew-bom rat. 

Figllre 3. Oells of oculomotor nuclea.s from an adult ra.t. 

Figure 4. Cells o:t oculomotor nuclei from a new-born rat. 

Figure -5. Transverse section ot the Troohlear nucleus from a new-born 

rat. Pyridine-silver method. 

Figv.r-e s. Oells of Trochlear rmaleus from an adult ra.t. 

Figure 7. Cells of Trochlea.r m1cleus from a now-born rat. 

Figure 8. · Transverse section of the nucleus of the Trigeminal nerve from 

a new-born rat. Silver method. 

Figure 9. Sagittal section through mesenoephalio tra.ot and V nucleus. 

Figu.re 10. Cells of motor nucleus of V nerve {adult). 

Figtire 11. Cells of motor m1cleus ot V nerve (new-born). 

Figure 12. Transverse section of a.bd:u.oens nerve (new-born rat}. 

Figu.re 13. Oells of VI nucleus (adnlt). 

Figura 14. Cells of VI nucleus (new-born rat}. 

Figure 16. Transverse section of VII nucleus (new-born ra.t't silver method) • 

.Figura 16. Sagittal section ot VII mcleus and nucleus ambigans. 

Figure 17. Cells or VII nucleus (adn~t}. 

Figure 18. Celle of VII mtcleus (new-born rat}. 

Figare 19. Transverse seotion showing relations of nucleus embiguus, XII 

nu.oleus and the dorsal X moleus. 



Figtire 20. Cells of nuolous amblga.us (adult). 

Figure 21. Cells 0£ nucl011a ambigaus (new-born}. 

59. 

Figura 22. Transverse section oi XII nucleus (new-born rat~ silver ·method}. 

Figure 23. Sagittal seotion of XII nuolfrus (new..:born rat • . Silver} 

Fignre 24. Horizontal section of nI na.cleus (new-born rat. Silver.) 

Fig1.1re 25. Oells of XII mcleus . (adnlt) • 

Figu.re 26. Oells of XII nucleus '(new-born rat). 

Figare 2"1. Oells of dorsal vagas moleus (adult). 

Figure 2s. Cells of dorsal v~s nucleus (new-born rat). 

Figure 29. Cell. o:r tegmantal n-.otor 11\lcleus at level of VII nnoleus. 

(lrew-born rat.} 

Figu.re 30. Chart (graphs o:f measurements of cells o:t III; IV• and VI 

nuclei.) 

Figure 31. 8b.a.rt (graphs or measurements · of cells of XII nucleus}• 

Figure 32. Chart (graphs of measurements of oells of VII nucleus). 

Figure 23~ . Olla.rt (graphs of measurements of' cell~ 0£ ll1lOleus ambigmis 

and th.e dorsal vogus nlicleu.s.) 

Figu.re 34~ Blue . print showing the rela.tiona of' the motor m2ole1l 



Pig. 1. ~ran.nene MOl1on ,b.roagh the poater1or 

pan_ of the ocolomotor molel. 

B = right mcleua Ill. 

L : left maole1aa III. 

a: aroaat• t1kra. 

ago= mbatant1a gr1aea oentrall•• 

l'lg. a. Sagittal aeotion ot maole1 III an4 

If •rn•. S11Ter pnparat1on. 

III • naoleu1 ot o..iomotor nene. 

I9' • .maoleua d tl'OOblear nern. 

tlm. : t&8010lll.1H long11;u41nal.1a •cllalla. 

11g. s. AcklU frca moleu of ooulo•tor nene. 





11g. ·•• et III miol811a · :trca new-'born 

rat. Gilt 1n aag1Ual plane, ata1ne4 wUb. 

oanol-thlonb.e • 

ng. 5. !rannene molelaa IV 

•rte• (a) holms, ()) Boot of ff nen•• 

( o} J'aaoloulua long! tudinal u Jlltialla. 

ISO• :: mbetant1a griNa oentnlla. 

Ilg. 6. .Adnlt oell ~rom maoleua ot 1V une. 

lr,throaln-tolu1d1ne blue ata1:n. 





Fig. 'I. Oella trom troohlear une ot 

new-born rat. Oarbol-tb.ionhe at&1n 

41 .... en. 

ftg. a. Motor mcleu• ot V nene. Sil"f'H• 

preparation. 

tr. ••• = •••noepllal1o tnot. 

V = motor V oella. 

r.m.v -= motor ot the trigemS:aal •"•• 

P1g. 9. Sag1Ual tb.l"011P the motor mol•• of tile 

trigw~Nl nene and the •••oepb.allo traot ot the •-• 

J'ew-hm rat. tr. mes. = • pllallo traot. Ool. m. V = 
to motor 'f molea.a. r.4ea.: oollaterala 

ot the ••enoephallo traot. V = motor noleu1 ot V nerH. 

t. eol 2 faacioulus sol1tar1ua. r.a."f' • Hnaory radioes 

from trlgeminal nene. 





licit 10. Oella trom V' mDtor mol•• ot an 

adlll.t ra•• B17tb.roain-tol1114.1ne blue ata1n. 

Hg. 11. Celle :tram Tator mol•• ot 

..-born rat. ~hro11n-tolu141u blue 

atain. 

r1g. 11. Tran.nerae aeotlon ot VI moleaa. 

B.-bom rat. Erythroain-toluld.lu blue 1ta1n. 

VI• cell• ot VI moleaa. 

:t = t1"bera of taolal nene at the internal gemi. 





Pig. 13. .Ac1al t oells from the molea.a ot ill• 

VI nerve. Er;,throaln-tolu141ne ~lue atain. 

r1g. 14. Oell• trom tile molea.a ot the VI nene 

ot a _,.,..'born rat ·4' .Br,tb.roa1n-tolu141ne blue atain. 

Pig. 15. Trannene aeot1on about the m144le of tile 

:moleue ot the VII nene. 

]) • clonal groa;p. 
--L: lateral group. 

I • intermediate gJ°Ollp• 

X • •dial groa.p. 

V • Tent ral nucleus ot apinal V t not. 





Pig. 16. Sagittal aeotlon ot moleua or tao1al 

mne and nucleus amblgmaa. 

D VII : doraal. groap o'l VII miclea.a. 

n amb= mioleua wtpu1. 

Pig. 17 • Oella of facial moleua • AdDl t 

map1t1oat1on 11 800 diameten. Botta. the 

OO&l'H ragged B1aal ( n) • 

r1g. 18. Oella of molea.1 ot nI une ot new-bom 

rat. 'rile oell in the outer ot tbe picture tlaa a-

oept1onallJ well de-t'eloped bodiea. The oell 

la'beled A ha.a tile more 0011110R ,,,. of 11a1l boq found 

1n •--born J(agn1t1oatlon 800 d11111111tera. 





11g. 19. Tr8Dnerae no,1on ot •clltll& uu 

the beginnt»g ot tb.e oentnl canal. 

DX= 4c:tnal the nene. 

XII • moleu• O'f XII n.e:ne. 

n4 nI • ndioea o-t XII ne:ne. 

n 8111h • nuolwa am\igm11. 

'f eol = 1011\arta,. 

Ptg. 20. Oell from moleu amb!pu1 (AdDlt) • 

magnitioauon 800 u .. ten. 

Ptg. 21. Oell1 tram mcleua abig,:ma (new-born) 

magnitioation 800 41ameter1. 





Fig. 22. TrannerH aeetion ot XII Mar 

the anterior and. Jlagn.it1oat1on 90 diameters. 

A • doreal groap ot XII 

B = •dial or ooadsairal groap. 

0: lateral groa.p. 

J> X = 4oraal m.olaua ot.Tap•• 

Ven\ IV= fourth Tentriole. 

J'1g. U. Sag1Ual HOtion ot XII nucleua. 

Jlagn.1t1o-atlon about 200 4181119ten. 

A • doraal group. 

O • lateral group. 

J> = Tentral group. 

Botlce the long horisontal of group o. 
rad XII • radio•• ot XII u:ne. 

:r1g. 2'. Hor1sontal HOUon ot XII molna. 

JS= a41al or oonmlaaural moleua. 

m • oella 171.ng next the raphe whoH torm 

a chain 'between the anterior an4 posterior end of the 

molna. 





11g. 26. ·oella of XII moleua (adult) 

magn1t1oat1on 800 1'ot1oe tile 

aol14 appearance of the 'be41••• 

Pig. 26. Cella of , XII moleua (n..-~rn rat) • 

Iotlce the Wide plate of Biaal nb•tanoe al X 

and the ·thlnuaa of the bo41ee at Y. llagn1-

f1oation 800 41-t•n• 

Ilg. 27. Oell• of tb.e cloraal maoleue of tbe 

T&g11a une (ac1nlt). Jfotioe the alen4er 

tbreacl-11Jce Hisel bodiea. 





Pig. 28. Oella fl'Olll tbe dorsal vague micln• 

( nw-bom rat) • MegnitloaUon 800 41.ametera. 

Fig. 19. Oell the tepeatal 111>tor molei at 

the lenl of th• n1 nucl••• (:lew-bom rat) 

Jlagnitioatlcm aboa.t .ftOO 





~lg. 80. Graph• prepared from aaeuremenh 

tt1e oella of the III. IT. and VI nuolei. 

Meanremeata ~l'Oll one lnmdrecl oella are re-

preaented 1n ea.oil graph. K1Ullben alcmg the 

usoissae represent the ln miora. 

Bamber, along the ordinate• repl'Nen, the 

munber ot oella. 





Fig. si. Grapha prepared trom •anremeata 

of the cell• ot the XII nuoleua. J.teanre-

manta from one bmldred oella are represented 

in each graph. Bumbers along tile abeoiaa• 

represent tbe di-ter1 in miora. Humber• 

along the ordinates repreaent the mmber ot 

cells. 



2f 23 25 27 29LJJ 33 35 



r1g. 32. Grapb.1 prepared fl'Ola •&Rreme:nta o~ tbe 

VII moleua. Me&nrelll8nta troa one band.red oella 

are repreaentecl in eaoh graph. ?faJa'bar1 along tu 
ab101aaae :represent the d1aaeten in mlora. Xluabera 

along the ordinates repreaet the munber of oella. 

~•ter1aka 1nd1oate at" oella ot greater 41 ... ter 

than that represented 'b7 tbe ob.art. !be mmber of noll 

oella 1a ve17 mall. 



medLal 



Fig. 33. Graph• prepared tram •uv.remenh of the 

of the nuoleua emblgmta, V and Tagaa 

molel. Jleuuramenta from one lamclnd are 

represented 1n eaoh gnpb.. alODg the 

represent the ln mlora. lfumllera along the 

ordinate• repre1ent the -11er of oella. Aaterllllca 

1ndloate a tn oella at greater dl-ter than that 

repreHnte4 b7 the obart. 'l'he mmller ot noh oella 

Ter;v mall. 



29 31 3-3 35 37 9 11 13 15 

33 3537 9 11 



Pig. M. Ollar~ ot the mole! u measured from the oen.ter 

of tb.e rapb.e and ploUed on ooonU.nate paper. 'l'b.e 'braiu 

1'U not aat 1n enotlJ the tl'&Dfferae plane ao the grapll 

1a aoawbat akend. 

tr. R. • nuoleus :ro.be:r. 

III • 1111olel of Ill pair of oranial 11.enea. 

IV • mole! of IV pair of onmial nerr••• 

V • motor no.ole1 of V pair ot oranlal nenea. 

VI• nuclei ot VI pair of orenial nerrea. 

VII • mclet of VII pair of oranial nene1. 

n aml> = moleua amblgaua. 

X • dorsal mcleu1 of X and XI :nenea (4oUe4 llnea). 

nI • molel of nI pair ot oranlal nenea (he07 line). 
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